Idiopathic thoracic spinal cord herniation: retrospective analysis supporting a mechanism of diskogenic dural injury and subsequent tamponade.
tSCH in the absence of spinal trauma or surgery is a rare disorder for which numerous mechanisms have been proposed. Here, we have conducted an analysis of images in all published reports of idiopathic tSCH and identified evidence supporting a pathogenesis in which anterior dural erosion at thoracic levels generates a CSF leak that pushes adjacent spinal tissue to tamponade the dural defect, causing progressive myelopathy. Additionally, we describe a case of tSCH in which postural headache was a significant symptom before myelopathy. This finding suggests that tSCH pathogenesis may be related to spontaneous intracranial hypotension. Published imaging from all available prior case reports in the scientific literature was reviewed to determine whether tSCH occurred at the disk or bone level. The presence of EDF, HNP, or an osteophyte in the spinal canal was determined from review of published images. Additionally, 3 previously unreported cases from the teaching files of our department were assessed by using these criteria. In greater than two-thirds (47 of 67) of identified cases with published images, tSCH occurred at a disk level. When assessment was possible, EDF, HNP, and osteophytes were present in 26.8%, 30.7%, and 26.2% of cases, respectively. Overall, 52.3% of cases with published images demonstrated evidence of these abnormalities. Our analysis of published imaging indicates that tSCH occurs preferentially at spinal levels and with imaging findings consistent with dural injury that support the proposed etiology of this disorder.